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ODYSSEY OF RANCOR
E. M. Cioran
e spend the prime of our sleepless nights in men
Al
tallymangling our enemies, rending their entrails,
wringing their veins, trampling each organ to mush and
charitably leaving them the skeleton to enjoy.Whereupon
we forbear, overcome by fatigue, and drop off to sleep. A
well-earned rest after so much scruple, so much zeal.
Moreover we must recover our strength in order to begin
all over again the next night-resuming a labor which
would discourage themost Herculean butcher. No doubt
about it: having enemies is no sinecure.
The program of our nights would be less crowded if
by day we could give our resentment free rein.To achieve
not even happiness, merely equilibrium, we need to liqui
date a good number of our kind, to inflict a regular heca
tomb in the fashion of our remote and relaxed ancestors.
Not so relaxed, itwill be objected-the cave man's demo
graphic poverty denying him any continuous opportunity
for slaughter. So be it!But he had compensations, he was
better provided for than we are: rushing off to hunt at
all hours, falling upon wild beasts, it was still his own
species he was destroying. Blood-baptized, he could
readily indulge his frenzy; no need for him to disguise
and defer his sanguinary intentions, whereas we are
doomed to review and repress our lust for rapine till it
shrivels within us-reduced to curbing, to postponing,
even to renouncing our revenge.
To forswear vengeance is to chain oneself to forgive
ness, to founder in pardon, to be tainted by the hatred
smothered within....
Spared, our enemy obsesses and
aggrieves us, especially when we have resolved to abhor
him no longer. Indeed we truly forgive him only if we
have promoted or witnessed his fall, if he affords us the
spectacle of an ignominious end or-supreme reconcilia
tionl-if we contemplate his corpse. Such happiness, in
truth, is rare and not to be relied on. For our enemy is
never felled: always erect, always triumphant, it is his
T
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nature to loom up before us, flouting our timid gibes by
his full-blown scorn.
Nothing ismore deleterious tohappiness than the "duty"
to resist our primal depths, to turn a deaf ear to the call
of thewild. The result?Those torments of a civilized man
reduced to smiling, harnessed to calumny, and disconso
late at having to kill without making a move-by
the
mere power of theWord, that invisible dagger. Various
are the ways of cruelty. Supplanting the jungle, conver
sation permits our bestiality to function without imme
diate damage to our kind. If, by thewhim of some malefic
power, we should lose the use of speech, no one would
survive unscathed. The need to kill, inscribed in every
cell, we have managed to transfer to our thoughts: only
this feat accounts for the possibility, and the permanence,
of society.May we conclude thatwe have won out over
our native corruption, our homicidal talents?That would
be tomiscalculate theWord's capacities and to exaggerate
its powers. The cruelty which we have inherited, which
we wield, is not to be so readily ruled; as long as we do
not capitulate to it altogether, as long aswe have not used
it up, we preserve it in our secret self-we are never re
leased from it.Your realmurderer premeditates his deed,
plans it out, performs it and by doing so frees himself, for
a time, from his impulses; on the other hand, theman who
does not kill because he cannot, though he endures the
craving to do so-the unrealized assassin, let us say, the
elegiac trifler of carnage-mentally commits countless
crimes, and suffers far worse for them, since he drags
with him the regret for all the abominations he cannot
perpetrate. In the same way, the man who shrinks from
revenge poisons his days, curses both his scruples and
that act against nature, pardon. Doubtless revenge is not
always sweet: once it is consummated, we feel inferior
to our victim, or else we are tangled in the subtleties of
remorse; so vengeance too has its venom, though it comes
closer towhat we are, towhat we feel, to the very law of
the self; it is also healthier thanmagnanimity. The Furies
were held to antedate the gods, Zeus included.Vengeance
before Divinityl This is the major intuition of ancient
mythology.
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Those who, whether from impotence, lack of oppor
tunity, or grandstand generosity, have not reacted to
their enemies' wiles, bear upon their faces the stigmata
of repressed rage, the traces of affront and opprobrium,
the dishonor of having forgiven. The blows they have
not dealt are turned against themselves and collaborate,
within their features, to illustrate their cowardice. Be
wildered and obsessed, cornered by shame, saturatedwith
bitterness, refractory to others as to themselves, as stifled
as they are ready to explode, they seem to be making a
superhuman effort to ward off a risk of convulsion. The
greater their impatience, the more theymust disguise it,
and when they cannot, they give way at last, but to no
purpose, stupidly, for it is in absurdity that they founder,
like those who, having accumulated too much bile and
too much silence, at the crucial moment lose all their
powers before their enemies, of whom they show them
selves to be unworthy. Their failurewill further enhance
their spite, and each experience, however trifling, will
signify for them a further dose of gall.
We become good-natured, we become good only by
destroying the best of our nature, only by submitting
our body to the discipline of anemia and our mind to
that of oblivion. As long as we preserve even a trace of
memory, forgiveness comes down to a struggle with our
instincts, an aggression against our own ego. It is our
flagrancies that keep us in tunewith ourselves, insure our
continuity, link us to our past, stimulate our powers of
evocation; in the same way, our imaginations function
only in hope of others'misfortune, in the raptures of dis
gust, in that disposition which impels us if not to commit
infamies, at least to contemplate them. How could it be
otherwise on a planet where flesh propagates with the
shamelessness of a scourge?Wherever we go, we come
up against the human, a repulsive ubiquity before which
we fall into stupor and revolt, a perplexity on fire.Once,
when space was less crowded, less infested by mankind,
certain sects, indubitably inspired by a beneficent power,
advocated and practiced castration; by an infernal para
dox, they have been suppressed justwhen their doctrine
would have been more opportune andmore salutary than
ever before.Maniacs of procreation, bipeds with devalued
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faces, we have lost all appeal for each other. And it is
only on a hall-deserted earth, peopled at most by a few
thousand inhabitants, that our physiognomies might re
cover their ancient glamour. The multiplication of our
kind borders on the obscene; the duty to love them, on
the preposterous.Which does not keep our thoughts from
being contaminated by the presence of the human, from
stinking of the human, and from being unable to cleanse
themselves of it.Of what truths are we capable, towhat
revelation can we rise, when this pestilence asphyxiates
themind and disqualifies it from considering anything but
the pernicious and fetid animal whose emanations it en
dures? He who is tooweak to declare war on mankind
must never forget, in his moments of fervor, to pray for
a second Flood, more radical than the first.
Knowledge subverts love: in proportion as we pene
trate our own secrets, we come to loathe our kind, pre
cisely because they resemble us.When we have no fur
ther illusions about ourselves, we retain none about
others; the unspeakable that we discover by introspec
tion we extend, by a legitimate generalization, to other
mortals; depraved in their essence, we rightly endow them
with all the vices which, oddly enough, most of us turn
out to be unfit for or averse to ferreting out, to observing
in ourselves or in others. How easy it is to do evil: every
one manages; but to assume it explicitly, to acknowledge
its inexorable reality, is an unwonted feat. In practice,
anyone can compete with the devil; in theory, this is not
the case. To commit horrors and to conceive horror are
two irreducible actions: no common ground between the
experience of cynicism and cynicism in the abstract. Let
us beware of thosewho subscribe to a reassuring philoso
phy, who believe in the Good and willingly erect it into
an idol; they could not have done so if, honestly peering
into themselves, they had sounded their depths or their
miasmas; but those-rare, it is true-who have been in
discreet or unfortunate enough to plunge all the way
down to the bottom of their beings, they know how to
judge man: they can no longer love him, for they no
longer love themselves, though remaininlg-and thiswill
be their punishment-nailed even faster to themselves
than before....
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In order to keep the faith, our own and others', in order
to lose sight of the illusory character, the nullity of all
action, nature has made us opaque to ourselves, subject
to a blindness which generates and rules theworld. Were
we to undertake an exhaustive self-scrutiny, disgust would
paralyze us, we would be doomed to a thankless exis
tence. The incompatibility between action and self
knowledge seems to have escaped Socrates; otherwise, in
his capacity as pedagogue, as man's ally, would he have
dared adopt the oracle's motto, with all the abysses of
renunciation it implies?
As long as we possess a will of our own, and as long
as we are bound to it (this is what Lucifer has been
blamed for), revenge is an imperative, an organic neces
sitywhich defines the universe of diversity, of the "self,"
and which can have no meaning in the universe of iden
tity. If it were true that "we breathe in the One" (Ploti
nus), onwhom would we take revenge where every differ
ence is blurred, where we commune in the indiscernible
and lose our contours there? As a matter of fact, we
breathe in the multiple; our kingdom is that of the "I,"
and through the "I" there is no salvation. To exist is to
condescend to sensation, hence to self-affirmation;whence
not-knowing (with its direct consequence: revenge), the
principle of phantasmagoria, source of our peregrination
on earth. The more we try to wrest ourselves from our
ego, the deeper we sink into it. Try as we will to explode
it, justwhen we suppose we have succeeded, there it is,
apparently more self-assured than ever; whatever we do
to destroy it merely augments its strength and solidity,
and such is its vigor and its perversity that it flourishes
still more in affliction than in joy. As with the ego, so
a fortiori with actions.When we imagine ourselves lib
erated from them,we are anchored in themmore fixedly
than ever: even when corrupted into simulacra, actions
prevail over us, subject us to themselves.Whether an en
terprise is undertaken reluctantly or by persuasion, we
always end by adhering to it, becoming its slaves or its
dupes. No man stirswithout allying himself to the mul
tiple, to appearances, to the "I."To act is to forfeit the
absolute.
Action's sovereignty comes, let us admit it straight off,
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from our vices, which master a greater contingent of
existence than our virtues possess. Ifwe espouse the cause
of life, and more particularly that of history, they seem
useful to the supreme degree: is it not thanks to our vices
that we cling to things, and that we cut something of a
figure here on earth? Inseparable from our condition,
vices are ubiquitous: only the puppet is without them.
To try to boycott them is to conspire against ourselves,
to lay down our arms in the midst of battle, to discredit
ourselves in our neighbor's eyes or to remain forever void.
The miser deserves to be envied not for his money but
precisely for his avarice, his real treasure. By attaching
the individual to a sector of reality, implanting him there,
vices, which do nothing lightly, occupy him, intensify
him, justify his alienation from the vague. The practical
value of manias, of derangements and aberrations, is irre
futable: insofar aswe limit ourselves to thisworld, to the
here and now where our desires confront one another,
where competitiveness is rampant, even a minor vice is
more effective than a major virtue. The political dimen
sion of beings (taking the political as the fulfillment of the
biological) safeguards the realm of actions, the realm of
dynamic abjection. To know ourselves is to identify the
sordidmotive of our gestures, the inadmissible that is in
scribed within our substance, the totality of patent or
clandestine miseries on which our welfare depends.
Whatever emanates from the inferior zones of our nature
is invested with strength, whatever comes from below
stimulates: we invariably produce and perform better out
of jealousy and greed than out of nobility and disinterest
edness. Sterility awaits those who do not deign to en
courage or divulge their flaws.Whatever the domain to
which we owe allegiance, in order to excel therewe must
cultivate the insatiable aspect of our character,must urge
our inclinations to fanaticism, to intolerance, to vindic
tiveness.Nothing more suspect than fruitfulness. If purity
iswhat you seek, if you aspire to some inner transparency,
make haste to abdicate your talents, abandon the realm of
actions, exile yourself from the human, renounce-to use
t-hepious jargon-the "conversation of creatures.". . .
Great gifts, far from excluding great defects, actually
stipulate and reinforce them.When the saints accuse
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themselves of this or that sin,we must take them at their
word. The very interest they take in others' suffering tes
tifies against them. Their pity, pity in general-what is
pity but the vice of kindness? Deriving its effectiveness
from the wicked principle it conceals, pity delights in
others' ordeals, postulates hell as a promised land it can
not do without, and if it is not destructive in and of itself,
nonetheless profits by all that destroys. Extreme aberra
tion of kindness, pity ends up as its own negation, in the
saints even more than among ourselves. To be convinced
of this, merely frequent their lives and contemplate the
voracity with which they fling themselves upon our sins,
their nostalgia for illustrious disgrace or interminable
remorse, their exasperation before the mediocrity of our
misdeeds and their regret at not having to torment them
selves more deeply for our redemption.
High as one mounts, one remains a captive of one's
nature, of one's onrginal debacle. Men of great ambitions,
or simply of talents, are monsters, superb and hideous
monsters who seem to be plotting some terrible crime;
and in truth, they are preparing theirwork ... creating it
in secret, like criminals: must they not crush all those
who would take the same path as themselves? A man
strives and creates only to crush beings or Being, rivals
or the Rival. At every level, minds war upon each other,
delight and wallow in defiance: the saints themselves
envy and exclude one another-like the gods, moreover:
witness those perpetual scuffleswhich are the scourge of
every Olympus. Anyone approaching the same domain
or the same problem as ourselves jeopardizes our origi
nality, our privileges, the integrity of our existence, strips
us of our chimeras and our chances. The task of casting
him down, of defeating or at least disparaging him as
sumes the form of a mission, even of a fatality.We are
satisfied only by someone who abstains, who in no way
manifests himself, yet he must also not accede to the
rank of model: the acknowledged sage excites and legiti
mates our envy. Even an idler, if he distinguishes himself
in his sloth, if he shines there, risks being reviled: he at
tracts toomuch attention to himself.... The idealwould
be a well-proportioned effacement. No one has managed
that.
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We acquire glory only to the detriment of others, of
those who seek it too, and there is no reputation which
is not won at the cost of countless abuses. The man who
has emerged from anonymity, orwho merely strives to do
so, proves that he has eliminated every scruple from his
life, that he has triumphed over his conscience, if by some
chance he ever had such a thing. To renounce one's name
is to be doomed to inactivity; to cling to it is to degrade
oneself. Must we either pray or write prayers? exist or
express ourselves? One thing sure: the principle of ex
pansion, immanent in our nature, makes us regard others'
merits as an encroachment upon our own, a continual
provocation. If glory is forbidden, or inaccessible, we
blame those who have attained it: they could have done
so,we believe, only by keeping us from it; itwas ours by
right, belonged to us, and without the machinations of
these usurpers, itwould have been ours. "Muchmore than
property, it is glory which is theft"-motto of the em
bittered and, to a degree, of us all. The delights of being
unknown or misunderstood are rare; yet upon consid
eration, are they not equivalent to the pride of having
triumphed over honors and vanities? to the desire for an
unwonted renown, for fame without a public? Which is
certainly the supreme form, the summum of the appetite
for glory.
Nor is the word too strong: it is indeed an appetite
which thrusts its roots into our senses and which answers
to a physiological necessity, to a cry of our vi'tals. In order
to forsake it, in order to conquer it, we should have to
meditate upon our insignificance, assent to it fully yet
derive no pleasure from doing so, for our certainty of
being nothing leads, ifwe are not careful, to complacency
and pride: we do not perceive our own nothingness, nor
linger over it for long,without clinging to it. . . sensually.
A certain happiness enters into our lust to denounce the
fragility of happiness; and in the same way, when we
profess to scorn glory we are far from being unfamiliar
with the thirst for it,we sacrifice to glory justwhen we
proclaim its inanity. A loathesome desire, certainly, but
inherent in our organization; in order to extirpate it, we
must condemn flesh and spirit alike to petrification, must
compete with the mineral kingdom in unconcern, then
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forget the others, evacuate them from our consciousness,
for themere fact of their presence, radiant and fulfilled,
wakens our evil genius who commands us to sweep them
away and to forsake our obscurity in order to eclipse their
brilliance.
We resent everyone who has "chosen" to live in the
same epoch as ourselves, those who run at our side, who
hamper our stride or leave us behind. In clearer terms: all
contemporaries are odious. We resign ourselves to the
superiority of a dead man, never to that of the living,
whose very existence constitutes a reproach and a censure,
an invitation to the intoxications ofmodesty. That somany
of our kind surpass us is as obvious as it is intolerable,
and to be evaded by arrogating to ourselves the advan
tage of being unique.We gasp for breath among our com
petitors or our models: what a comfort to be among their
tombs! The disciple himself breathes freely and enjoys
his freedom only upon themaster's death. All of us, inso
far aswe exist, pray for the downfall of thosewho eclipse
us by their gifts, their labors or their feats, andwith greed,
feverish greed, we await their lastmoments. Suppose this
one climbs, in our own realm, above us; reason enough for
us to want to be rid of him: how to forgive him the ad
miration he inspires, the secret and vexatious worship
we shower upon him? Let him be gone, let him fade away,
let him be done with, in fact, be dead, ifwe are to revere
him without laceration,without acrimony, if our martyr
dom is to cease!
With any brains at all, instead of thanking us for our
propensity, he would hold it against us, would tax us with
imposture, reject us with disgust or commiseration. Too
full of himself, with no experience of the calvary of ad
miration, or of the contradictory impulses itprovokes inus,
he never suspects that by putting him on a pedestal we
have consented to demean ourselves, and that this hu
miliation will have to be paid for-by him: could we ever
forget what a blow-unwittingly, we grant him that
he has dealt to the sweet illusion of our singularity and our
value? Having committed the imprudence, or the abuse,
of letting himself be adored too long, now he must suffer
the consequences: by the decree of our lassitude, he turns
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from a real god to a false one, reduced to a regret that he
took up somuch of our time. Perhaps we venerated him
only in hopes of someday taking our revenge. If we love
to prostrate ourselves, we love still more to deny those
before whom we have groveled. Every undermining labor
exalts, confers energy; whence the urgency, whence the
practical infallibility of vile sentiments. Envy, which
makes a fool into a daredevil, a worm into a tiger,whips
up our nerves, ignites our blood, communicates to the
body a shudderwhich keeps it from going soft, lends the
most anodyne countenance an expression of concentrated
ardor;without envy, therewould be no events, nor even
a world; indeed it is envy which has made man possible,
permitted him to gain a name for himself, to accede to
greatness by the fall, by that rebellion against the anony
mous glory of paradise, towhich-any more than the Fal
len Angel, his inspiration and his model-he could not
adapt himself. Everything that breathes and moves tes
tifies to the initial taint. Forever associated with the ef
fervescences of Satan (patron of Time, scarcely distinct
fromGod, being merely His visible countenance), we are
victims of this genius of sedition who persuades us to
perform our task as livingmen by rousing us against one
another in a deplorable combat, no doubt, but a fortifying
one: we emerge from torpor, enlivened whenever-tri
umphing over our Higher Impulses-we become aware
of our role as destroyers.
Admiration, on the contrary, by eroding our substance,
depresses and ultimately demoralizes us; hence we turn
against the admired-anyone guilty of having inflicted
upon us the task of raising ourselves to his level. He must
not be surprised if our ascent toward him is followed by
backsliding, nor ifwe sometimes revise our enthusiasms.
It is our instinct for self-preservation which reminds us
of our duty to ourselves, which compels such reassess
ments. We do not cease to esteem or to extol someone
because his merits are in question, but because we can
enhance ourselves only at his expense. Without being
exhausted, our capacity for admiration suffers a crisis
during which, given over to the pleasures and paroxysms
of apostasy, we enlist our idols in order to repudiate and
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smash them one after the other, and this iconoclastic
frenzy, shameful in itself, is nonetheless the force which
vivifies our faculties.
A vulgar, hence effective, goad to inspiration, resent
ment triumphs in art, which cannot do without it-any
more than philosophy, moreover: to think is to take a
cunning revenge, in which we camouflage our baseness
and conceal our lower instincts. Judged by what it ex
cludes and rejects, a system suggests a settling of accounts,
skillfully executed. Philosophers, like poets, like everyone
who has something to say, are pitiless. If the gentle and
the tepid leave no trace, it is not for lack of perspicacity
or of depth, but of aggression, which nonetheless implies
no integral vitality. At grips with the world, the thinker
is often a weakling, a rachitic runt, all the more virulent
for realizing his own biological inferiority and suffering
from it.The more he is rejected by life, themore he tries
tomaster it, to subjugate it, though unable to do so. Suf
ficiently disinherited to pursue happiness, yet too proud
to find it or to resign himself to it, at once real and unreal,
formidable and impotent, the thinker suggests a synthesis
of beast and ghost, amadman who lives by metaphor.
A n abiding, vigilant rancor can constitute, all by itself,
the armature of an individual: weakness of char
acter proceeds inmost cases from a poor memory. Not to
forget an insult is one of the secrets of success, an art
invariably possessed by men with strong convictions, for
every conviction consists chiefly of hate, and only sec
ondly of love. Perplexities, on the other hand, are the
lot of theman who, equally inept at hating or loving, has
nothing to choose, not even his lacerations. If he would
assert himself, shake off his apathy, play a part, let him
invent enemies and cling to them, let him waken his
dormant cruelty or the memory of outrages imprudently
despised! To take the smallest step forward, even just to
exist, requires a minimum of villainy. Let no one aban
don his holdings in indignity if he wants to "persevere in
being." Rancor preserves; if,moreover, we can sustain it,
nurture it, we avoid softness and insipidity.We should
even encourage it toward things: what better tactic for
arming ourselves against them, for lowering ourselves
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advantageously to reality?A pure sentiment, lacldng any
vital charge, is a contradiction in terms, an impossibility,
a fiction. Indeed there is no such thing, even ifwe sought
it in religion, a realmwhere it is supposed to flourish.We
do not undertake to exist, still less to pray, without sac
rificing to the devil. In most cases we attach ourselves to
God in order to take revenge on life, to punish it, to
signify we can do without it, thatwe have found some
thing better; andwe also attach ourselves toGod in horror
ofmen, in reprisal against them, tomake them understand
that, having entree elsewhere, we do not find their society
indispensable, and that if we grovel before Him, it is in
order not to have to grovel before them.Without this
shabby, murky, secret element, our fervor would lack
energy-perhaps it could not even exist.
The unreality of pure sentiments-we might suppose
that it was the sick who could best reveal such a thing
to us, that thiswas theirmission and themeaning of their
ordeals. Nothing more natural, since it is in the sick that
the flaws of our race are concentrated and exacerbated.
Having ranged through the various species, having striven
with more or less success to imprint its sign upon them,
Disease, weary of its progress, doubtless longed for rest
and sought someone over whom to declare its supremacy
in peace, someonewho would prove quite amenable to its
whims and its despotism, someone on whom it could
really count. Experimenting left and right, Disease suf
fered many a failure, until at last it found man-unless
it created him. Thus we are all sick men, some poten
tially so-the mass of the healthy, the type of placid,
harmless humanity-the others actual, the diseased strictly
speaking, a cynical and impassiolledminority. Two cate
gories close in appearance, irreconcilable in fact: a con
siderable gap separates possible pain from the real thing.
Instead of turning against ourselves, against t-he fra
gility of our complexion, we make others responsible for
our condition, for the slightest discomfort, even for a
headache, we accuse them of making us pay for their
health, of being nailed to our sickbed so that they can
move about as they choose. With what pleasure would
we not see our disease, or our discomfort, spread, gain a
following, and if possible extend to all humanity! Dis
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appointed in our hopes, we resent everyone, near or far,
we harbor exterminating sentiments, we want others to
be even more seriously threatened than ourselves-let
the hour of final agony, of a splendidmutual annihilation,
toll for all the livingl Only great sufferings, unforgettable
sufferings, detach us from the world; the others, average
pains, morally the worst kind, enslave us to it because
they stir up the soul's lower depths.We must be on guard
against the sick, they have "character" and can exploit
and sharpen their rancors.One day, one of their number
decided never again to shake hands with a well person;
he soon discovered thatmany of those he had suspected
of health were at bottom unscathed by it. Then why
should he make enemies for himself on hasty suspicions?
From all evidence, this man was more reasonable than
the rest, and had scruples not habitual to the breed he
belonged to, a frustrated, insatiable and prophetic gang
which ought to be isolated because it seeks to overturn
the world in order to impose its law. Instead, let us put
matters in the hands of the normal, the only ones disposed
to leave things as they are: indifferent to both past and
future, they confine themselves to the present, installing
themselves therewithout hopes and without regrets. But
as soon as health wavers, a man dreams of nothing but
paradise and inferno, i.e., he reforms: he seeks to amend
the irreparable, to redress or demolish society, which he
can no longer endure because he can no longer endure
himself. A man who suffers is a public menace, a dis
equilibrated being, all the more fearsome in that he
usually has to conceal his pain, the source of his energy.
We cannot assert ourselves, nor play a role here on earth,
without help from some infirmity, and there is no dyna
mism which is not the sign of physiological misery or
internal devastation.When we know equilibrium we care
for nothing, we do not even feel attached to life, for we
are life; once equilibrium is destroyed, instead of identi
fying ourselves with things,we think of nothing but over
throwing or molding them. Pride emanates from the ten
sion and the strain of consciousness, from the impossibility
of existing naively. Now the sick, never naive, substitute
for the given a false idea of itwhich they create, so that
their perceptions and even their reflexes participate in a
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system of obsessions so imperious that they cannot help
codifying and inficting them on others, perfidious legis
lators concerned tomake their pains obligatory, in order
to strike down those resolved not to share them. If the
healthy seemmore accommodating, if they have no reason
to be intractable, it is because they are unaware of the
explosive virtues of humiliation. He who has suffered
humiliation will never forget its effects and will know no
rest until he has put them into a work capable of per
petuating its pangs. To create is to bequeath one's suffer
ings,wanting others to enter into them, to assume them,
to be impregnated by them, and to live them over again.
This is true of a poem, this can be true of the cosmos.
Without the hypothesis of a feverish deity subject to
convulsions, giddy with epilepsy, we could not explain a
universe which everywhere shows signs of an original
sputum.... And we divine the essence of such a God only
when we ourselves suffer fits such asHe must have known
at the moments He came to grips with Chaos. We are
reminded of Him by everything in ourselves which resists
form or good sense, by our confusions and our delirium:
we joinHim by supplications inwhich we dislocate our
selves inHim and Him in us, for He is close to us when
ever something in ourselves breaks down and when, in
our fashion, we too measure ourselves against Chaos. A
summary theology? Contemplating this botched Crea
tion, how can we help incriminating its Author, how
above all-suppose Him able and adroit? Any other God
would have given evidence of more competence or more
equilibrium than this one: errors and confusion wherever
you look! Impossible to absolve Him, but impossible, too,
not to understand Him. And we understand Him by
everything in ourselves that is fragmentary, incomplete,
and inopportune. His enterprise bears the stigmata of
the provisional, yet it is not time He lacked in order to
finish things off. He was, to our misfortune, inexplicably
rushed. By a legitimate ingratitude, and to make Him
feel the brunt of our ill humor, we set about-experts in
counter-Creation-deteriorating His structure, rendering
even messier awork already compromised from the start.
Doubtless it would be wiser and more elegant to have
nothing to do with it, to leave it as it is, not to exact
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reprisal forHis own incapacities; but since He has trans
mitted His defects to us, we cannot show Him much
solicitude. If, all things considered, we prefer Him to
humanity, this does not exempt Him from our resentment.
Perhaps we have conceived Him only to justify and re
generate our rebellions, to afford them aworthy object, to
keep them from spoiling and dwindling, reinforcing them
by the inspiriting abuse of sacrilege, an answer to dis
couragement's arguments and seductions.We are never
quite finishedwith God. Treating Him on equal footing
as an enemy is an impertinence which fortifies, which
stimulates, and how much we must pity those He has
ceased to annoy.What luck, on the other hand, to be able
without embarrassment to make Him assume responsi
bility for all our miseries, to overwhelm and insult Him,
to spare Him nothing at any moment, not even in our
prayers!
To rancor, on which we have no monopoly, He too is
subject (as many a Sacred Book attests), for solitude,
however absolute, is no defense against it. That even for
God it is not good to be alone signifies, in short: let Us
create the world to have something to get back at, on
which to practice Our verve and Our victimization. And
when theworld goes up in smoke, there remains,whether
one isman or God, this subtle form of vengeance: ven
geance against oneself, an absorbing occupation, any
thing but destructive since it proves that one stll makes
terms with life, that one adheres to it precisely by the
tortures one inflicts upon oneself. Hosanna is not one of
our habits. Equally impure, though in different ways,
divine and diabolic principles are easy to conceive of;
angels, on the contrary, exceed our grasp. And ifwe can
not quite envision them, if they fluster our imagination,
it is because, unlike God, the devil, and all the rest of us,
angels alone-when they are not the Exterminating va
riety!-thrive without the spur of rancor.And-need we
add?-without that of flattery, which busy animals like
ourselves cannot do without. We depend, in order to
create, upon the opinion of our neighbors, we solicit, we
implore their homage, we mercilessly pursue those among
themwho offer us nuanced or even equitable judgments,
and ifwe had themeans, we should oblige them to bear
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exaggerated, ridiculous ones, out of all proportion to our
aptitudes or our accomplishments. All measured praise
being identified with injustice, objectivity with provoca
tion, reserve with insult, what keeps the universe from
flinging itself at our feet?What we crave, what we want
to see in others' eyes, is that servile expression, an uncon
cealed infatuationwith our gestures and our lucubrations,
the avowal of an ardor without second thoughts, an ec
stasy before our nothingness. A profiteering moralist-a
psychologist paired with a parasite-the flatterer knows
our weakness and shamelessly exploits it. So far have we
fallen thatwe accept all excesses, premeditated and false
claims of admiration, at face value, without a blush, for
we prefer the enthusiasms of mendacity to the indict
ment of silence. Commingled with our physiology, our
viscera, flattery affects our glands, stimulates our secre
tions, and seeks out, moreover, our basest feelings, hence
our most profound and natural ones, provoking in us a
second-rate euphoria towhich we give our flabbergasted
attention; quite as flabbergasted, we contemplate the
even more marked effects of censure, which invade and
overwhelm the very depths of our being. Since no one
rebukes us with impunity,we reply either by immediately
striking back or by generating gall, the equivalent of a
seasoned riposte. Not to reactwould require a metamor
phosis, a total transformationnot only of our dispositions,
but of our organs themselves. Such an operation not being
imminent,we bow with good grace to the maneuvers of
flattery and the sovereignty of rancor.
To repress the need for revenge is to try to dismiss
time, to deny events the possibility of occurring-it is to
seek to get rid of evil and, with it, of action. But action,
a hunger for defeat consubstantial with the self, is a fury
over which we triumph only at those moments when,
weary of tormentilng our enemies, we abandon them to
their fate, leaving them to rot because we do not love
them enough to bother to destroy them, to dissect them,
tomake them the object of our nocturnal anatomies. Yet
the frenzy comes upon us again, once that lust for appear
ances revives, that passion for the absurd which consti
tutes our passion for existence. Even reduced to the in
finitesimal, life feeds on itself, tends toward an increase
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of being, seeks to grow for no reason, by a dishonoring
and irrepressible automatism. One and the same thirst
devours gnat and elephant; with any luck itmight have
been vanquished in humanity; we have seen that this
was not the case: the craving breaks out everywhere, with
increased intensity among the bedridden themselves. Ca
pacity for desistance constitutes the sole criterion of spiri
tual progress: it is not when things leave us, it iswhen
we leave them that we accede to an inner nakedness, to
that extremitywhere we no longer affliate ourselves with
thisworld or with ourselves, and where victory signifies
resignation, serene self-renunciation without regrets and
above all without melancholy; for melancholy, discreet
and aerial as itmay appear, still derives from resentment:
it is a reverie stampedwith harshness, a jealousy disguised
as languor, a vaporous rancor, but rancor. As long as we
remain in its power, we desist from nothing, we are
bogged down in the "I,"yet without release from others,
whom we think of all themore obsessively ifwe have not
managed to prise ourselves loose from . . . ourselves. At
the very moment we promise ourselves to vanquish ven
geance, we feel it stirringwithin us more powerfully than
ever, ready to take the offensive. "Forgiven" transgres
sions suddenly demand reparation, invade our sleepless
nights and, even more, our dreams, turning them into
nightmares, venturing so deep into our abysses that they
end by forming their very substance. If this be so, what
is the use of acting out the farce of noble sentiments,
gambling on ametaphysical risk, or anticipating redemp
tion? To take revenge, even if only in thought, is irre
mediably to place ourselves on this side of the absolute.
Absolute indeed! Not only insults "forgotten" or silently
endured, but even thosewe have repaid, harass and haunt
us to the end of our days, and this obsession which should
disqualify us in our own eyes actually succors us, makes
us eager for battle. The slightest affront, aword, a glance
tainted by some restriction-these we never pardon a liv
ing person. Nor do we even pardon such things after that
person's death. The image of his corpse doubtless assuages
us and compels us to indulgence; once the image blurs
and in our memory the face of the living man prevails
over and replaces that of the deceased, our old rancors
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rise up again, resume all the more powerfully, with that
whole procession of shames and humiliations which will
last as long as ourselves and whose memory would be
eternal, had immortality devolved upon us.
Since everything wounds and insults us,why not swathe
ourselves in skepticism and try to find a remedy for our
distress? This would be only another deception, since
Doubt is merely a product of our irritations and our
grievances-the instrument a flayed man uses to suffer
and to cause suffering. If we demolish certainties, it is
from no theoretical scruple or in a playful spirit, but out
of a craving to see them vanish-also out of a desire that
they belong to no one, once they desert us and we possess
none. And the truth?-by what right would others have
access to the truth?By what injusticewould it be revealed
to them, who are worth less than ourselves? Have they
striven, have they lain awake to deserve it?While we
labor in vain to attain truth, they strut about as if it
were set apart for them, as if they were endowed with
it by some providential decree. Yet truth cannot be their
apanage, and to keep them from laying claim to it, we
convince them that when they imagine they possess it,
it is actually a fiction that they grasp. In order to salve our
own consciences, we delight in labeling their bliss nothing
but ostentation and arrogance,which allows us to disturb
themwithout remorse and, by inoculating themwith our
stupors, tomake them as vulnerable andwretched as our
selves. Skepticism is the sadism of embittered souls.
The more stress we lay on our torments, the more in
separable they seem from our unredeemed condition. The
maximum detachment towhich we can lay claim is a posi
tion equidistant from vengeance and from pardon, half
way between a resentment and a generosity equally limp
and spent, since destined to neutralize one another.But to
slough off the old Adam-that we shall never manage,
even ifwe were to carry horror of ourselves to the point of
forever renouncing any rank at all in the hierarchy of
beings.
Translated from French by Richard Howard
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